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The President’s party typically does poorly in the mid-terms, Biden’s popularity is low, and
Americans are upset about inflation. But the election didn’t produce the Republican wave
many observers predicted in the last few weeks of the campaign.  Although the GOP will
likely control the House, the Democrats have held the Senate.  Here’s where things stand
and the policy impacts we can expect.

Congress

The House.  It looks likely the Republicans will have a very narrow majority  when the dust
settles. Republican control guarantees aggressive hearings into all aspects of the Biden
Administration, including energy and environment. In particular, committee chairs will be
looking for evidence of misspent money under the Inflation Reduction Act.  The GOP may
also try to use its ability to block must-pass legislation as leverage to obtain concessions,
such as cutbacks on climate spending in the Inflation Reduction Act.  With few votes to
spare, however, the leadership may have trouble controlling the fractious GOP caucus.

The Senate.  Senate control is particularly important in terms of judicial and agency
appointments.  The Democrats have clinched Senate control with a win in Nevada. They may
even add to their majority if the Georgia runoff race goes their way in December.  Biden has
been nominating judges at a hectic pace. Senate control will give him further opportunities
to shift the lower courts in a more liberal direction.  It also gives him the opportunity to fill
high-level vacancies in the executive branch with new permanent appointees.  Both aspects
of Senate control are important for energy and climate policy.

The States

The Democrats did pretty well in state level races, picking up control of legislative
chambers in Michigan, Minnesota, and Pennsylvania, along with a couple of governorships
in Maryland and Massachusetts. We can expect more aggressive climate action in Michigan
and Minnesota, while the shift in Pennsylvania gives the governor more maneuvering room.

There were also governor’s races that I’ve been watching throughout this election cycle:
Arizona, Kansas, Nevada and Wisconsin. Here’s how those states came out.

Arizona. Katie Hobbs (D) is the state senate’s minority leader. Her “Resilient Arizona” plan
focuses on dealing with the drought crisis facing the state, but also calls for more
investment in “building a 21st-century clean energy economy.” Her opponent, Kari Lake (R),
is a former TV anchor and received strong support from Trump.  Her campaign website says
little about the environment, though one of her recent twitter posts said “drill baby. drill.”
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She argues desalinization can solve Arizona’s drought crisis. At this writing, the election has
not yet been called but Lake may be falling slightly behind.  A victory by Hobbs could have a
big impact on Arizona energy policy.

Kansas.  Democratic Governor Laura Kelly won reelection.  She has been a strong
supporter of renewable energy, which makes a lot of sense in Kansas given its strong wind
resource.  In 2019, she announced a statewide energy plan that included eliminating
barriers to rooftop solar.

Nevada.  The Democratic incumbent was ousted by Joe Lombardo,  a county sheriff who
was endorsed by Trump. Lombardo’s website focuses on gun rights, immigration, and
similar issues. I couldn’t find anything about his views on climate change or renewable
energy. Oddly, given his support from Trump, a newspaper interview indicated that he is
more moderate than his GOP rivals, citing possible  support for rent control policies and
“acknowledging Joe Biden as being legitimately elected.”  Lombardo’s victory is probably
not a good thing in terms of climate action. But beyond that there’s not a lot more that can
be said at this point.

Wisconsin. Democratic Governor Tony Evers won reelection. Evers has been very active on
climate issues, adding Wisconsin to the U.S. Climate Alliance by embracing the goals of the
Paris Agreement, launching an office of sustainability, and setting a zero-carbon goal for
2050. Ruthless gerrymandering guarantees perpetual GOP control of the legislature, so the
Governor’s seat is the Democrats’ best hope of having some say in the state.

Overall, the Democrats did far better than the pundits were predicting on the eve of the
election.  That will help empower Biden to implement his climate policy and accelerate
climate action in key states. And given the Nevada victory, Biden can continue lifetime
appointments of judges who don’t consider “regulation” a dirty word.

https://thenevadaindependent.com/article/on-the-record-gop-governor-candidate-joe-lombardo-on-covid-elections-and-k-12
https://www.kansan.com/news/laura-kelly-works-to-lower-energy-costs-and-make-kansas-a-leader-in-renewable-energy/article_fa2619d8-eac6-11e9-9403-7f4b6ebab4a3.html

